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About This Game

Turn the crank, rotate the gears, push the levers, Use the catapult, explode it, or fly it...From grilling sausages with a pulley,
gears, rubberbands and a candle to firing a cannon with a basketball, these wacky brain-teasers will light up your imagination

with creative and addictive fun.

Key Features:

70+ Elements

Addictive Fun!

200+ Challenges

Design your own Puzzles with the Building Editor

Multiple Solutions!

3D Graphics & Real Time Shadows
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this game will make u hate your computer!. I originally pirated this game.
The fact that I ended up buying it anyway should speak volumes about this game's quality.. I am a fan of VR games,but now
many games only have a few minutes experience.there is few games that i can play for several times.But this games ,It has rich
content since i kenw the VR games.there are kinds weapon you can play.first you can play with bow,like really bow to shoot,it's
fantasic,and i like the art style,it was very cute,and collorfull 3D models.the monster is also cute.
First time,i play the game, i broke the box top of the monster,the monster jumped out of the box, a more powerful guy,the
monster threw bullets whizzing flying over from my face,I am scared to hide.Really fun.
I have to share the BOSS ,Every checkpoint had a huge monster you have to fight, when the dragon fly over my head,For the
first time, I was scared to squat.VR brings us a sense of invasion than any other game.
Like this,i hit the boss ,earn money and gems,i bought other weapons,magic gloves ,peas, guns,magic cannon,haha, I am feeling
strong.
Finally,I defeat the final BOSS,I thought i was clear the game,but the guys jumped out and told me there is not over,there is
tower defense mode was hide,I started a new challenge.The content is real enough, more than other VR game a lot better.
VR game is very little now,this game is really nice.I recommend to everyone.. Entertaining. love this game ! there is still room
for improvement, but its already a good game.
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Been in early access for 5 years...
The devs are still working on it, but I don't expect the game to ever hit full release at this point.. Interesting game but very basic
and short for a 5 dollar price tag, Eversion is the same price and its about twice as long as this and more interesting, id suggest
play that instead or buy this when its on sale.. A pixel art first person shooter that reminds you of the classics. The gameplay is
very good, fast paced and fun. It's an arcade that will play whenever you feel like shooting something.

I really loved a few aspects of the game. Mainly the curse-blessing system, that's something original and cool.

The art makes the game even better.

Very recommended.. I'm only reviewing the versus part of the game since I have not got to the single player yet>

its a really fun fighting game. Its simple and easy to pick up, but theres some hard to execute combos if you really want to put
the work in.

Pros:
-Fairly Easy
-Things for both fighting game beginners and veterans
-every character is very different fun to play around with
-a unique and satisfying combo system
-familiar fighting game mechanics
-A great training mode
-up to 4 players if you want. not common in fighting games

Cons:
-Controls are a bit strange. theres not really a super comfortable way to set up the buttons on a arcade stick. having jump bound
to a button instead of up takes getting used to. sometimes the buttons seem unresponsive
-Not a huge roster
-taking a life or round feels a little unsatisfying sometimes because the lack of effects at the end.
-Soundtrack is lackluster for a fighting game (seems it would work better in the beat em up part of the game)

overall score:
7\/10

I'll be pracitcing combos in this game for a long time to come. lots of fun. I play it every once in a while. It is a great creepy
game, but it's like every other clicker. If you are bored, and doing homework, you might as well open it and look at it for a
break every hour.. 10/10 best epileptic seizure !
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